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1. Introduction.    Consider the problem of solving a nonlinear equation

(1) F(x,y) = z

with respect to y for given x and z. If, for example, x, y, z are elements of some

Banach space, then under appropriate conditions about F, the well-known implicit

function theorem ensures the "local" solvability of (1). The question arises when

such a local result leads to "global" existence theorems. Several authors, for

example, Cesari [2], Ehrmann [5], Hildebrandt and Graves [8], and Levy [9], have

obtained results along this line. But these results are closely tied to the classical

implicit function theorem, and no general theory appears to exist which permits

the deduction of global solvability results once a local one is known.

The problem has considerable interest in numerical analysis. In fact, when an

operator equation

(2) Fy = x

is to be solved iteratively for y, the process converges usually only in a neighborhood

of a solution. If for some other operator F0 the equation F0y = x has been solved,

then one may try to "connect" F and F0 by an operator homotopy H(t,y) such

that 77(0, y) = F0y and H(l,y) = Fy, and to "move" along the solution "curve"

y(t) of H(t,y)=x, O^i^l, from the known solution y(0) to the unknown y(l),

for instance, by using a locally convergent iterative process.

This is the so-called "continuation method". For a review of earlier work about

this method see, for example, the introduction of Ficken [6] who then proceeds to

develop certain results about the global solvability of H(t, y) = x by using the local

solvability provided by the implicit function theorem. Other results are due to

Davidenko [3]; see also Yakovlev [14] and, more recently, Davis [4], and Meyer [10].

In this paper we shall consider the problem of finding global existence theorems

for (1) in the following setting. For fixed z the problem depends only on the

(multivalued) relation between x and y given by (1). We therefore consider abstract
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relations </> between elements of a topological space X and another such space Y.

The assumed existence of a local solution of (1) leads to the condition that 4>

behaves locally like a continuous mapping. The problem then is to obtain from this

"local knowledge" information about the global behavior of <f>. The central concept

is a general "continuation property" which in turn is equivalent to a so-called

"path-lifting property". The latter states that for a continuous path/? in A'a path

q in Y can be found such that p and q are point-wise related under </>. The resulting

theory resembles (and was in part influenced by) the theory of covering mappings

in algebraic topology.

The theoretical results of §2 are applied in §3 to the case of equation (2), and in

§4 to that of (1). The results of §3 contain some new global existence theorems for

(2) and also include the well-known Hadamard-Levy theorem (see [7] and [9])

as well as a recent generalization by Meyer [10]. §4 essentially covers and extends

the results of Ficken [6].

Although some of the specific applications in §§3 and 4 use the implicit function

theorem, the main results do not depend on the way the local invertibility is ensured,

and hence corresponding results based on other local solvability theorems can

conceivably be phrased.

At this point, I would like to express my thanks to Professor James M. Ortega

of the University of Maryland for his critical comments and many helpful dis-

cussions during the preparation of this paper.

2. Local mapping relations. Let X, Y be Hausdorff topological spaces. We

consider relations <p^Xx Y with domain D(<j>) in Xand range R(<f>) in Y, and we

shall use the notations (x, y)e<t> and x<j>y interchangeably. Moreover, for Q <= X

we write <f>[Q] = {y e Y \ x<j>y for some x e Q n D(4>)}. The inverse of <j> is as usual

denoted by $-1.

The following definition introduces the local solvability property mentioned in

the introduction.

2.1. Definition. A relation (p<^Xx Y is said to be a local mapping relation,

or to have the local mapping property, if for each (x0, y0) e <¡> there exist relatively

open neighborhoods U(x0) of x0 in D(<j>) and V(y0) of y0 in R(<f>), such that the

restriction q> — <f> n (U(x0) x V(y0)) is a continuous mapping from U(x0) into V(y0).

For the sake of brevity we call U(x0), V(y0) a pair of canonical neighborhoods of

(x0,yo)E<P and <p: i/(x0)->- V(y0) the corresponding canonical mapping. For

reasons of simplicity we shall frequently assume that D(<j>) = X.

If F: Y^ X is a continuous map from Y into X, then the graph of F,

(3) TF = {(x,y)eYxX\x = Fy},

is clearly a local mapping relation in Yx X with D(<f>)=F(Y). More interesting is

the question when the inverse graph IV1 is a local mapping relation, that is, when

F has locally a continuous inverse. This will be discussed in §3. The case of the

relation between x and y defined by (1) (z fixed) will be the topic of §4.
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Given gcj, we denote by (?(Çf) the set of all possible continuous paths

p: [0, X\=J^R} -*■ Q in Q. As usual, two paths p, q e¿?(Q) are called equal, in

symbols p=q, if p(r(t))=q(t), teJ, where t.J-^J, t(0)=0, t(1) = 1 is a con-

tinuous, strongly isotone "parameter transformation".

Generally, we are concerned with the question when the existence of local

solutions guaranteed by the local mapping property assures the existence of " global"

solutions. The tool for studying this problem will be the following "continuation"

concept. Given a local mapping relation </><=Xx Y with D(<p) = X and some path

pe0>(X), we are interested in finding "solutions" ye Y of p(t)<j>y, tej=[0, 1].

Suppose that y0e Y is known with p(0)<f>y0 and that y is the canonical mapping

corresponding to (p(0), y0). Then q(t) = (p(p(t)) is uniquely and continuously

defined for some interval 0^r<e. Since q(0)=yo, we can call q a "continuation"

of the initial solution v0 of the problem p(t)<py, t e J for small values of t. If (7 is

still defined for t0 > 0, then the process can be repeated with y1 =q(t1) in place of y0.

The question arises whether it is possible to "continue" the solution for all t in

J, that is, whether there exists a path q e¿?(Y) such that p(t)<pq(t) for teJ and

q(0)=yo. Without additional assumptions about <j>, this is, of course, not the case.

But it turns out that when a path ¿7 of the described type does exist for certain paths

p and for all corresponding initial solutions, then a number of interesting results

can be proved about the global behavior of <f>. Accordingly, we introduce the

following condition:

2.2. Definition. A relation rp^Xx Y is said to have the continuation property

for the subset ^xc^(X) if for any pe£Px and any continuous function

£7: [0, f)<=/-> Y with p(t)<pq(t) for re [0, ?) there exists a sequence {rfc}c[0, ?)

with limj.-.oo tk = î such that lim^a, q(tk)=y and />(?)#•

Before showing that this condition indeed allows the continuation process to

be carried out until t= 1, it is useful to introduce the following terminology:

2.3. Definition. A relation <p<=Xx Y is said to have the path-lifting property

for a set 0*X<=-&(X) if for any p e^x and any y0 e <j>[p(0)] there exists a path

q E0>(Y) such that ¿7(0)=^ and p(t)(pq(T(t)) for t eJ and some parameter trans-

formation t. We call £7 a lifting of p through y0 and write p<f>q. The set of all paths in

2P(Y) which occur as liftings of paths of 3PX will be denoted by </>[¿?x].

This definition represents a simple modification of the lifting concept used in the

theory of covering maps in algebraic topology. The announced result can now be

phrased as follows :

2.4. Theorem. Let <p<=Xx Y be a local mapping relation with D(<f>) = X. Then

(p has the path-lifting property for 0SX'^^I(X) if and only if (f> has the continuation

property for ^x.

Proof. The necessity of the statement is obvious. Suppose therefore that <f>

has the continuation property for Fx. If p e 3PX and y0 e Y with p(0)<f>yo are given,

the continuation process ensures the existence of a continuous z?: [0, ?)<=/->. Y
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with q(0) =y0, p(t)<f>q(t) for t e [0, î) and some î e (0, 1 ]. Let î be the maximal value

with this property in J. By assumption, a sequence {tk} <= [0, î) exists with lim^o, tk

= î, lim^^oo q(tk)=y and p(î)<f>y, and, using the local mapping property, it follows

readily that by setting q(î)=y, q is continuously defined for O^rá ?. If ?< 1, then

q can be continued beyond î which contradicts the maximality of f. Therefore,

î = 1 and <j> has the path-lifting property for 3PX.

We turn now to the consequences of the path-lifting property. A first result

states that a lifting of a path q is uniquely determined by the initial point y0. This

fact is hardly surprising in view of the continuation idea behind the path-lifting

concept.

2.5. Theorem. Let </><=Xx Y, D(<j>) = X, be a local mapping relation with the

path-lifting property for &>X<^&(X). Ifqu q2 e 9>( Y) are two liftings of p e 0>x with

?i(0)=?2(0)=.y0, then q^q2.

Proof. By assumption we have—possibly after suitable parameter transfor-

mations—/?^)^^?), teJ, i=\,2. Then 0 eJ0 = {t eJ | q1(s)=q2(s), je[0,/]}

implies that ?=sup{í | ie/0} is well defined, and by continuity we obtain tej0.

If î< 1 then by the local mapping property Çi(t) = <p(p(t))=q2(t) fora small interval

around î where <p is the canonical map at (p(i), qi(i)) e <f>. This contradicts the

construction of f and hence we have f = 1 and therefore qi = q2.

For the further discussion we have to restrict the class of permissible subsets

0>x of &(X). Given &X<=^&(X), a set Q<=-X is said to be ^Vpath connected if

any two points xu x2e Q are connected by a path from !?x n 3P(QA- Analogously,

the usual concept of local ^x-path connectedness, and of ^Vpath components of

Q are introduced. If 0>x is a so-called admissible subset of &(X\ that is, if 3PX is

closed under path-reversal, path-segmentation, and finite concatenation of paths,

then Q can be partitioned into disjoint ^x-path components.

Note that when <f><^Xx Y is a local mapping relation with the path-lifting

property for the admissible set &x ^0>(X) then 0[^x] is evidently also admissible.

As an application of 2.5 we obtain now the following result:

2.6. Theorem. Let <f><=-Xx Y, D((p) = X, be a local mapping relation with the

path-lifting property for the admissible set 3PX<^0"(X). Assume further that X is

locally ¿?x-path connected and let X= \JueM Xu be the decomposition of X into its

¿?x-path components. Then, each one of the partial relations <pu = ^> n (Xu x Y) is a

local mapping relation with the path-lifting property for ¿?ß=0äx n ¿?(Xß). Moreover,

for fixed ¡x the cardinality of the set <f>u[x] is independent of the choice of xe Xu.

Proof. If (x0, y0) e <f>ß and x e Xß, then there exists a p e £PU connecting x0 and

x and hence also a path q e 2P( Y) with q(0) =y0 and p<f>q. Thus, x<pq(\) and therefore

x g D(<pß). Let U(x0), V(y0) be canonical neighborhoods under <¡> and <p the

canonical map. Then there is an open á^-path-connected neighborhood U0(x0)

«= U(x0) of x0 in X, and clearly U0(x0), V(y0) constitutes a pair of canonical neigh-
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borhoods of (x0, y0) e </>u with the restriction <p\ U0(x0) of q> as corresponding

canonical map. Hence, </>u is again a local mapping relation and evidently <f>u

inherits from <f> the path-lifting property.

For the proof of the last part let x0, xx 6 Xu ; then there is a path /> e ^w connecting

them and for each y0 e <pß[x0] there exists a unique lifting q e 3P(Y) of p through v0.

Thus, q(l) e (pulXi] and by 2.5 the correspondence y0 -*. q(l) is for fixed p a mapping

77 from 4>u[x0] into <f>ulxi]- This mapping is injective; in fact, if ^ e£P(Y), i=l, 2

are liftings of/» with z71(l)=c72(l), then the reverse paths c^ are liftings of the reverse

path/? and hence 2.5 implies that qx = q2 and therefore í71(0)=í72(0). If the reverse

path p is used to define in the same manner a mapping # from <f>„[xi] into (f>u[x0],

it follows again from 2.5 that 77=77" \ and thus 77 is bijective. Therefore, <£Jx0]

and <£u[*i] have the same cardinality.

For 3PX <=-¿?(X), a á'Vpath homotopy on Q c X is defined as a continuous map

g:JxJc:R2-^Q such that for fixed s0, t0ej, g(s0, •) and g(-, t0) are paths of

0>x. Equality of á*x-path homotopies in Q, in symbols gi=g2, is defined by

gi(Ti(s), T2(t))=g2(s, t), s,teJ, where rx and t2 are parameter transformations.

As in the theory of covering mappings, it follows now that local mapping re-

lations with the path-lifting property for 0>x also lift ^-path homotopies. In fact,

the proof of the following theorem is an adaptation of a corresponding proof of

Schubert [12] for covering maps.

2.7. Theorem. Let <¡>^Xx Y, D(<j>) = X, be a local mapping relation with the

path-lifting property for 0>X'^0>(X). For a ^x-path homotopy g in X and a path

q° e ¡?( Y) with g(-,0)<pq° there exists a &( Y)-path homotopy « in Y and parameter

transformations rlt ra such that g(s, 0^n(Ti(Ä)> T2(0)> s,tej, and h(-,0)^q°.

Moreover, if h is any other @>(Y)-path homotopy in Y with the same properties, then

h^h.

Proof. For fixed seJ, ps(t)=g(s, t), t eJ defines a path of 3PX and hence there

exists a unique path c/s e &( Y) with ps<f>qs and c7s(0) =í7°(í). Let h be any SP( Y)-path

homotopy in Y with the stated properties. Then, after a suitable parameter trans-

formation, we have h(s, 0)=q°(s) for any s eJ and hence by 2.5, h(s, )~qs, s eJ.

This shows that « is uniquely determined up to parameter transformations. There-

fore, if «: JxJcR2 -+ Y is defined by h(s, t)=qs(t), s, teJ, then all that remains

is to prove the continuity of « on JxJ.

Suppose g is discontinuous at (¿0, t-A eJxJ and that t0 is the infimum of all

those t eJ for which g is discontinuous at (s0, t). Set x0=g(sQ, t0) and y0 = h(s0, t0),

and let U(x0), V(y0) be a pair of canonical neighborhoods and <p the corresponding

canonical map. Since « is continuous on JxJ, there exist open neighborhoods

J(s0) and J(t0) of s0 and r0 in J such that g(J(s0), J(to))c ^(x"o)- We distinguish now

two cases :

Case 1. r0=0. Then y0=h(s0,0)=q°(so) and because of the continuity of q°

there exists an open neighborhood J'(s0) of s0 in / such that q°(J'(s0)) c V(x0). It
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is no restriction to assume that J'(s0)=J(s0). This means that <p(g(s, 0))=q°(s)

= h(s, 0) for (s, 0) e/(j0) x/(0) and therefore <p(g(s, t)) = <p(ps(t))=qs(t) = h(s, t) for

(s, t) ej(s0)xj(0). With g also h is continuous at all points of J(s0) x /(0) and this

contradicts the construction of tQ = 0.

Case 2. i0>0. Since pSo(A is continuous in t, we can choose t' <t0 such that

t' eJ(t0) and that h(s0, t')=qSo(t') e V(y0). By assumption h is continuous in both

variables at (sQ, t ') and hence there exists a neighborhood J'(s0) of s0 in J, which

we can assume to be equal to J(s0), such that h(J(s0), f')c ^(jo)- But then 2.5

implies again that (p(g(s, t)) = <p(ps(t)) = qs(t) = h(s, t) for each sej(s0) and all

t e J(t0). This means that h is continuous in an entire neighborhood of (s0, t0)

in contradiction to the construction of t0. This completes the proof.

This theorem permits us to prove the following "global" result for local mapping

relations. We call the space X ^-simply-connected if it is path-connected under

í?x and if any two paths of 3PX with the same endpoints are ^-homotopic.

2.8. Theorem. Let <p<=Xx Y, D(<f>) = X, be a local mapping relation with the

path-lifting property for the admissible set SP^^X) and suppose that X is 3PX-

simply-connected and locally (?x-path-connected. Then there exists a family of

continuous mappings F„: X-+ R(<f>) such that x<f>Fux and <p[x] = {Fux}ueM, where M

is the fixed index set introduced in 2.6. Moreover, each set Qß — Fß(X), p. e M, is

<pW x\-path-connected.

Proof. For given x0, x e X we generated in the proof of 2.6 a bijection 77 between

<f>[x0] and <p[x] as follows: Let/7 be a fixed path connecting x0 and x and y0 e <f>[x0]

any point; then there exists a unique lifting q of p with initial point y0, and 77 is

defined by Tr(y0)=q(l). If X is á^-simply-connected, then for given x0,xeX the

bijection tt = ttXoX from <p[x0] onto <j>[x\ does not depend on the choice of p. To see

this, let/?' be any other path connecting x0 with x and q' the lifting of/?' with initial

point jo e </>[x0]. There exists a homotopy g in X with g(0, t)=p(t), g(l, t)=p'(t),

(t eJ), g(s, 0) = x0, g(s, l) = x, (s eJ). Hence, 2.7 implies the existence of a unique

path homotopy A in F for which—after a suitable parameter transformation—

g(s, t)(ph(s, t) and h(s, 0)=y0, (s, t eJ). Therefore, it follows from 2.5 that h(0, •)

^q, h(\, •) = ?' and hence that y=q(\) = h(0, 1) and y'=q'(l) = h(l,l). But then,

x=g(s, \)4>h(s, 1) for seJ, together with the continuity of h(-, 1), and the local

mapping property of <f> necessarily implies that y=y'.

Now let x0 e A'be a fixed point and <p[x0] = {yu}¡ieM. By 2.6 the cardinality of the

index set M is invariant under changes of x0. For given yß s <f>[x0] there exists for

each x e X a. unique y = ^(yß) e <l>[x] where Tt = TrXoX is the bijection constructed

above. Let Qu = {y e R(<j>) | y = ^(yß)}; then, because of the bijectivity of 77, it follows

immediately that every y e R(<f>) must be contained in at least one Qß, i.e., that

U«6M Qu = R(<t>)- Clearly, each Qu is (¿[^y-path connected.

Evidently, the correspondence xeX^-y = TrXoX(y¡Ae Qu defines a mapping

F„: X—yR(<)>) with Fß(X) = Qß. In view of the properties of 77^^ we then have
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X(f>Fux and <p[x]={irX()X(yA}ßeM. It remains to be shown that Fß is continuous as a

mapping from X into R(<f>). For this we prove that locally Fu coincides with the

canonical mappings. For given x e X,y = Fllx, let U(x), V(y) be a pair of canonical

neighborhoods with the canonical map <p. Since X is locally á*Vpath connected,

it is no restriction to assume that U(x) is ^Vpath connected. Let x e U(x) and

y = <p(x) 6 V(y), then there exists a p" e 2PX from x to x in U(x) and hence, if p' is

any path from x0 to i, the concatenation (p'p")~ defines a path p from .v0 to x.

Now let c7' be any lifting of p' with initial point yu, then q'(\) = Fllx=j> and, since

q"(t) = <p(p"(t)) (t eJ) defines a lifting of p" with initial point y, it follows that the

concatenation (q'q")~ provides us with a lifting <7 ofp with initial point yu. But then,

by definition of Fß, we have F„x=q(i)=y = (p(x) as stated. The continuity of Fu

is now an easy consequence.

Note that in general the Qß are not disjoint as the simple example shows:

X=[Q,2]<=R\ F=[0, 3]^R1 and ¿[jc]={2-x, 3-x), 0¿xg2. Here we have

M={1,2}, ôi = [0,2], Q2 = [\,3]andF1x=2-x,F2x = 3-x.

An important case when the g„ are disjoint and in fact when they are the

</j[^x]-path components of y will be discussed in the next section.

We conclude this section with two somewhat different results. The first provides

a sufficient condition for a relation to be a local mapping relation with the path-

lifting property, and the second uses the path-lifting property to determine the

domain of a local mapping relation.

The following definition represents an extension of the definition of a covering

map; accordingly, a corresponding name is used.

2.9. Definition. A relation </><=XxY with D(<f) = X is called a covering

relation if for each x e X there exists an open neighborhood U(x) such that

(¡>[U(x)] = \JueM Vu where the Vu are disjoint (relatively) open sets in R(<f>) and for

each p,eM the restriction <pu = <l> n (U(x)x Vß) is a continuous mapping from

U(x) into Vu. U(x) is called an admissible neighborhood of x.

2.10. Theorem. A covering relation <p<=Xx Y is a local mapping relation with

the path-lifting property for &(X).

Proof. Let (x0, y0) e <f>, U(x0) an admissible neighborhood of x0 and </>[t/(x0)]

= U«eM ^«> where the Vß are as stated in 2.9. Then, y0 e Vßa for exactly one p,0 e M,

and U(y0), Vu is evidently a pair of canonical neighborhoods of (x0, y0) e <j>, i.e.,

<f> is a local mapping relation.

Let now p e3fi(X) be any path. Since p(J) is compact, there exists a partition

0 = /0<ri< ■ • ■ <rfc+i = l such that p(t) e Ut for ri^r^ri+1 where i/i=f/(/?(r()),

z'=0, 1,..., k are admissible neighborhoods of p(t¡). For given y0 e <£[/?(0)] we use

induction to construct the lifting of z7 of/> through y0. Suppose £7 has already been

defined for O^r^, i£0. Then, £7(0 e^[M?i)]c^[^] = U«EM ̂u and £7(0 belongs

to exactly one KMo. Since <pß = <p n (L/¡ x KWo) is a continuous map from (7¡ into K„0

and since p(t)eUt for ti^t^ti+1, it follows that q(t) = <pll(p(t)) (r(^f<z'<+1)
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represents a well-defined continuous extension of q, i.e., q is now defined for

O^tSti+i- This completes the induction, and, therefore, $ has the path-lifting

property.

2.11. Theorem. Let <f><^Xx Y be a local mapping relation, where D(¡f>) is open in

X, and X is 3Px-path-connectedfor a set ^c^(j) which is closed under segmenta-

tion. Suppose further that <f> has the continuation property for 3PX, then D(<j>) = X.

Proof. Let (x0, y0) e</>, x e X, and /? e 2PX be a path between x0 and x. Then,

J0={t e / | p(t) s D(<f>)} is not empty and since D(<f>) is open in X, J0 is open in J.

If J0 is a proper subset of J, there exists a f eJ such that [0, î ) ^J0 but î $ J0. For

any t' e [0, f) the closed segment of/? from /?(0) to p(t') is a path /?' in ^x and hence

/?' can be lifted into Y. Since r' was arbitrary, this implies the existence of a con-

tinuous function q: [0, ?)<=/-> 7 with p(t)<f>q(t) for 0^r<?. Therefore, by the

continuation property, there exists a sequence {ffc}c[0, f) such that lim^^«, rfc = ?,

limito q(tk)=y and /?(?)#. But this implies that ?eJ„, against assumption, and

hence we have J0=J, and therefore x e D(<£), i.e., D(<p) = X.

3. Applications to equations Fy = x. Throughout this section we consider a map

F: Y-± A" from Y into A" and the corresponding inverse graph

4, = Tf l = {(*, y)elxy|x = Fy}.

The following theorem concerns the question when <j> is a local mapping relation.

3.1. Theorem. G/'ye« a mapping F: Y-> X from Y into X, the inverse graph

Tp1 is a local mapping relation if and only if F is open and locally one-to-one.

The proof is an almost immediate consequence of the definitions and is omitted

here.

For the following we shall assume that Fis a local homeomorphism in the usual

sense, i.e., that for each ye Y there exist open neighborhoods U(Fy) of Fy in

F( Y) and V(y) of y in Y, respectively, such that FV(y) is a homeomorphism from

V(y) onto U(Fy). For local homeomorphisms, Theorem 2.8 can be strengthened,

and it turns out that in this case the sets Qu occurring in that theorem are the

^[^xl-path components of Y.

3.2. Theorem. Suppose that for the local homeomorphism F: Y ̂ -X from Y

onto X, the inverse graph <f> = FF~1 has the path-lifting property for some admissible

set ^X^-^(X), and that X is &\-simply-connected and locally ^x-path-connected.

Then for each (pXSP^-path component Yu of Y, F\ Yu is a bijection, and hence a

homeomorphism from Yß onto X.

Proof. Observe first that with 3Px also 0>Y=<p[0'x] is admissible and hence that

the Yu are well defined. Moreover, from the definition of SPY follows that

(4) F&Y <= 0>x.
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By 2.8 there exists a family of continuous maps Fu: A"-> Y such that x<f>Fux and

<f>[x] = {Fßx}ueM for each xel, and the sets Qß = FßX are ^^-path-connected.

Clearly then, FFux = x for all x e A", it e A/, and if j e (2«, then y = Fux for some

x e X, and because of x<py we have Fv=x and thus y = FßFy for all j e Qß. This

shows that F\ Qß is a bijection from Qu onto A".

Note now that Qß is contained in some áVpath component KM of Y. Recall,

moreover, from the proof of 2.8 that for a fixed xQ e X and v„ e <£[a'0] we have

ye Qu if and only if there exist paths pe3Px and geá^Y) such that £7(0)=j„,

q(\)=y and p(t)cpq(t), re/. But if ^ e Ftf is any point, then yu e Qß implies that

there is a path qe3PY connecting yß and y, and because of (4), p(t) = F(q(t)), t eJ,

defines a path of (?x for which p(t)<f>q(t), t e J. Thus y e Qß and therefore QU=YU.

Since 7^ = (771 YA~X is continuous, this completes the proof.

In many applications the following corollary will be useful:

3.3. Corollary. Let F: Y-> X be a local homeomorphism from Y onto X and

suppose that Y is 2P( Y)-path-connected and X is 3P(X)-simply-connected and locally

é?(X)-path-connected. Then F is a bijection, and hence a homeomorphism, from Y

onto X if and only if Tp 1 has the 3P(X)-continuation property.

The necessity of the continuation property added in this result is self-evident,

and the sufficiency follows directly from 3.2 since the obvious relations <j>[¿?(X)]

<=0>(Y) and F&(Y) c0>(X) together imply that 0>(Y) = <?\0i(X)\

For the case of mappings between Hausdorff topological linear spaces we can

combine this result with Theorem 2.11 :

3.4. Theorem. Let F: D <= W-> V be a local homeomorphism from the ¿?(W)-

path-connected subset D of the Hausdorff topological linear space W into another

such space V, and suppose that F(D) is open. Then F is a bijection, and hence a homeo-

morphism, from D onto V if and only if<f> = TF~1 has the ¿P(V)-continuation property.

The necessity is again evident. Since D(<f>) = F(D) is open and V is áa(K)-path-

connected it follows from 2.11 that F(D)=V. But then the remainder of the

statement is a direct consequence of 3.3 since Fis certainly ^(^-simply-connected

and locally ^(K)-path-connected.

The continuation property is an operational condition that may be difficult to

verify in concrete situations. A rather simple case in which this property is easily

established is contained in the following result:

3.5. Theorem. 7-er F: W —>• V be a continuous map from the Banach space W

into the normed linear space V such that F(W) is open in V and that

(5) \Fyx-Fy2\ £ yflji-^H,       ïx,y%^ W,   y > 0.

Then Fis a bijection, and hence a homeomorphism, from W onto V.

Proof. Clearly, 7^ is injective and F'1 is continuous. Thus <p = TF~1 is a local

mapping relation with D(<f>) = F(W). Let pei?(V) be any path and suppose that
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q: [0, î)^J-^ Wis a continuous function for which Fq(t)=p(t) for 0^/<f. Then

for any sequence {fte} <= [0, f) with limbec tk = î we have

\\p(tk)-p(t,)\\ = ¡Fq(tk)-Fq(ti)\\ ^ Yh(t*)-q(ts)\\

which shows that {q(tk)} is a Cauchy sequence and hence convergent. If lim^.,«, q(tk)

=y then by continuity Fy=p(î) and therefore <f> has the continuation property for

SP(V) and the statement follows from 2.11.

This result is related to one of the main theorems in the theory of monotone

mappings which states that a continuous, strongly monotone mapping from a

Hubert space into itself is bijective (see, e.g., Browder [1] and Minty [11]). In fact,

under these conditions the mapping is open (see Schwartz [13]), and the strong

monotonicity implies that (5) holds.

In the theory of monotone mappings, a so-called coerciveness condition plays an

important role. The following definition introduces a modification of that con-

dition:

3.6. Definition. A mapping F: D <= V -> V with domain and range in a normed

linear space Kis called norm-coercive if for any y 2:0 there exists a closed, bounded

set Dy^D such that \\Fy\\ >y for all y e D~Dy.

Note that for D= V, F is norm-coercive if and only if \\Fy\\ -> oo as \\y\\ -»■ oo.

Observe also that (5) implies norm-coerciveness on W.

3.7. Theorem. Let Vbe a normed linear space and G: D c= y —>. Va sequentially

compact mapping on the SP( V)-path-connected set D^V. Suppose further that

F=I—G is a norm-coercive local homeomorphism and that F(D) is open. Then F

is a bijection, and hence a homeomorphism, from D onto V.

Proof. If we can show that <f>=FF~1 has the ¿P(V) continuation property, then

the result follows from 3.4. Let therefore p e @>(V) be given and q: [0, î) <=./-> D

a continuous function with Fq(t)=p(t) for 0^r<f. Since p(J) is compact, y =

maxie7 p(t)< +00 and by norm-coerciveness there is a closed bounded set Dy<=D

such that ||JFjc|1 >y for all x e D~ Dy. But then necessarily q{t) e Dy for r e [0, î).

Hence if {4} <= [0, f) is of any sequence with limfc_œ tk = i, then {Gq(tk)} <= GDy has

a convergent subsequence. Suppose this subsequence is again denoted by {Gq(tk)}

and that Hm,^ Gq(tk)=y'. If lim*.,« Fq(tk) = limfc_ „ p(tk)=p(î)=y, then

\\q(tk)-(y+y')\\ < \\q(tk)-Gq(tk)-y\\ + \\Gq(tk)-y'\\

= \\Fq(tk)-y\\ + \\Gq(tk)-y'\\

and hence \imk^x q(tk)=y+y'. Because {q(tk)}<^Dy and Dy is closed, we have

y+y' e Dy<^D and hence by continuity F(y+y')=p(î) which proves that Fp1

indeed has the SP(V) continuation property.

Although our definition of norm-coerciveness covers the coerciveness condition

used in the theory of monotone mappings, this theorem does not include the corre-

sponding theorem for monotone maps. But it supports again the frequently-
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stated observation that monotone mappings have many of the properties of

compact operators.

For finite dimensional spaces Theorem 3.7 can, of course, be simplified con-

siderably.

3.8. Theorem. Let V be a finite dimensional normed linear space, and F: 7)c V

-> V a local homeomorphism on the 0>( V)-path-connected set D such that F(D) is

open. Then F is a bijection, and hence a homeomorphism, from D onto V if and only if

F is norm-coercive.

The necessity added here can be proved as follows. If F is a homeomorphism

from D onto V then for any y§0, Dy = F~1S with S=S(0, y) = {x e V | ||jc||^y}is

closed and bounded. Hence y e D~Dy implies that Fy $ S or \\Fy\\ >y, and thus

that F is norm-coercive.

The local homeomorphism condition in the last theorems can, of course, be

replaced by assumptions guaranteeing the validity of some local inverse function

theorem. For instance, let us consider the following version of a well-known

theorem of Hildebrandt and Graves [8]:

For the mapping F: D c W -» V between the Banach spaces W, V suppose there

exists a linear operator A:W->V with bounded inverse A'1 eL(V, W), such that

(6) \\Fy2-Fy1-A(y2-y1)\\ Ú a\\y2-y1\\ < \\A-1\\-1\\y2-y1\\

for all ji, y2 from some ball S(y0, p)czD. Let o = (\\A~1\\~1 — a)p and U—

F'-~1)(S(Fy0, o)) n S(y0, p) then F\ U is a homeomorphism from U onto S(Fy0, o).

The proof is well known.

In order to apply our previous theorems we need to establish conditions which

assure the continuation property for IV1. A rather simple approach along this line

leads to the following theorem essentially due to Ehrmann [5]:

3.9. Theorem. Let F: D<^W ^ V be a continuous mapping from the open,

âP(W)-path-connected subset D of the Banach space W into the Banach space V.

Suppose that for each yeD there exists a linear operator Ay: W^- V with

bounded inverse Ay1 e L(V, W) such that (6) holds for all ylt y2 from some closed

ball S(y, py) e D (with A and a replaced by Ay and ay, respectively). If oy =

( M y1II ~1 ~ ay)Py = a > 0 for y e A then F is a homeomorphism from D onto V.

From the inverse function theorem it follows that F is a local homeomorphism,

and since cr>0 is independent of ye D, it is easily verified that r^1 is a covering

relation. Thus, by 2.10, IY1 has the path-lifting property and hence the result is a

direct consequence of 3.4.

Instead of the assumption that o is independent of y, we can, of course, also use

the norm-coerciveness as a tool for assuring the continuation property. For ex-

ample, by using the inverse function theorem in its conventional form for con-

tinuously (Fréchet)-differentiable operators, (i.e., by setting A=F'(y) in the above

version), we obtain the following corollary of 3.8.
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3.10. Corollary. Let V be a finite dimensional normed linear space and suppose

the mapping F: D^V^- V has a continuous, nonsingular derivative on the open set

/)<= V. If F is norm-coercive on D, then for each &(V)-path component Du of D,

F\Dß is a homeomorphism from Dß onto V.

We conclude this section by showing that also the following well-known theorem

of Hadamard [7] and Levy [9] (see, e.g., Schwartz [13]) can be proved by means

of our results.

3.11. Theorem. Let F: W-> V be a continuous (Fréchet)-differentiable map

from the Banach space W into the Banach space V, and suppose that for all y e W,

F'(y) has a bounded inverse (F'(y))~1 eL(V, W) such that \(F'(y))~'l\ ¿y. Then,

F is a homeomorphism, and hence a diffeomorphism,from W onto V.

Proof. By the standard inverse function theorem we know that F is a local

homeomorphism from Wonto the open subset F(W) of V. Moreover, F'1 is again

continuously difierentiable and we have for all y e W

(7) (F-\Fy))' = (F'(y))-\

Let ^|,c#((f) and ^vc^>(K) be the classes of all piecewise continuously

differentiable paths in W and V, respectively. Clearly then, Fi?'wc-&"v. Conversely,

if Fq(t) =p(t) for t e J, i.e., ifqe &(W) is a Tf »-lifting of/? e &>'v, then clearly also

q is again piecewise continuously differentiable and because of (7) we have in each

continuity interval of/?

(8) q'(t) - [F'(q(t))]-Y(t).

Hence, we have q e @>w and, therefore, altogether <p[é?r]=^'w In order to show that

T^1 has the continuation property for &'y let p e ^y and q: [0, f)<=/_> ]y be a

continuous function with Fq(t)=p(t) for 0¿r<?. Then, by the same argument

as above, q is piecewise continuously differentiable on [0, f) and (8) holds on the

continuity intervals of /?. Let {tk} <= [0, î) be any increasing sequence with

limfc..,,,, tk = l. Then we have for k<j

Hh) ~q(tk) Il è   f' ||?'(*)l ds
Jtk

(9)

^    ' lltn^))]-1!! ¡P'm <¡s è y max \\p'(s)\\ \tj-tk\
Jtk **1

which shows that {q(tk)} is a Cauchy sequence and hence convergent. Thus,

because of the continuity of F on W it follows immediately that Tfx has the con-

tinuation property for iPy. Since F(W) is open in V, 2.11 therefore implies that

F(W)= V, and now the result follows directly from 3.2.

It appears to be possible to extend this theorem to more general spaces using the

tools developed here. We shall not enter into this in this paper.
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Recently, Meyer [10] extended 3.11 to the case where IK^'Cy))"1!! is allowed to

go to infinity at most linearly in ||j|j. The following theorem is a modification of

Meyer's result.

3.12. Theorem. Let G: V -^ V be compact and continuously differentiable on

the Banach space V. Set F=I—G and suppose that F'(y) has a bounded inverse

(F'(y))-1 e L(V, V) such that ¡¡(FOO)""1!! ú"\\y¡ +ß for all y e V. Then, F is a

homeomorphism, and hence a diffeomorphism,from V onto itself.

Proof. We use the same notation as in the proof of 3.11 of course with W= V.

Let peiP'y and let q: [0, f)c/-^ V be a continuous function such that Fq(t) =p(t)

for 0 is t < t. Then, as in the case of (9), we find that

|?(0-?(0)|| ̂   f ||?'(i)|| ds é  f \\(F'(q(s)))-i\\ \\P'(s)\\ ds
Jo Jo

<,$t + ^a\\q(s)-q(0)\\ds

where

ß = (a¡£7(0)|| +ß) max \\p'(s)\\,       à = a max \\p'(s)
seJ

The well-known Gronwall inequality now implies that

||g(0-?(0)|| eß(e'at-l)/a,       te [0,1),

i.e., for any sequence {tk} <=■ [0, ?) with lim^«, tk = f it follows that {q(tk)} is bounded.

Because of the compactness of G, there exists a convergent subsequence of

{Gq(tk)}. If this subsequence is again denoted by {Gq(tk)} and if lim^-.«, Gq(tk)=y',

then with limfc_œ 7r£7(/fc) = limk^œ p(tk)=y it follows that

\\qitk)-(y+y')\\ Ú \\q(tk)-Gq(tk)-y\\ + \\Gq(tk)-y'\\

which proves that Tf1 has the continuation property for SP'V. The remainder of the

proof is identical to that of 3.11.

4. Applications to equations F(x, y) = 0. In this section we shall discuss a few

possible results about equations of the form F(x, y) = 0 where F: D^Xx Y-+Z

and X, Y, Z are Banach spaces. The relation to be considered is now

(6) <p = {(x,y)eD\F(x,y) = 0}.

There are various possibilities of assuring that <f> has the local mapping property.

We shall restrict ourselves to those derivable from the classical implicit function

theorem, and use that theorem in the following form:

Let F: D^Xx Y->Z be continuous on D and F(x0, yQ) = 0 at (x0, y0) e D with

S(x0, o)xS(y0, po)cD. Suppose A: Y-^Z is a linear operator with bounded

inverse A ~1 e L(Z, Y) such that

\\F(x,y2)-F(x,y1)-A(y2-y1)\\ Ê «0IJ2-J1II < M""1||~1ba-.>'i||
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for xeS(x0,o) and yu y2e S(y0, p0). Finally, let ct0Sct be such that \\F(x, y0)\\

= (M_1||"1 — ao)po for x e S(x0, ct0). Then for each x e S(x0, o0) the equation

F(x, y) = 0 has a solution yx e S(y0, p0) which is unique in that ball and depends

continuously on x.

The proof is standard and is omitted here (see, e.g., Hildebrandt and Graves [8],

and Cesari [2]).

Our formulation does not represent the weakest possible result. In fact, in going

through the proof it is readily seen that the continuity assumption about F can be

reduced to separate continuity in each variable. Also, the conditions on A can be

weakened, as Cesari has shown. However, the conventional implicit function

theorem for continuously differentiable operators is contained in this particular

version.

Based on this implicit function theorem, we obtain the following result assuring

that </> is a local mapping relation:

4.1. Lemma. Let F: D^Xx Y-^-Z be continuous on the open set D in Xx Y,

and suppose that for each (x, y)e D there exists a linear operator A(x, y): Y-^-Z

with bounded inverse A ~ \x, y) e L(Z, Y) such that A depends continuously on

(x, y) in the strong operator topology. Finally, assume there exists an a > 0 such that

for each (x,y)e D a p = p(x, y) > 0 can be found with

(7)   \\F(x,yJ-F(x,y1)-A(x,y)(ylt-y1)\\ ï a\\y2-yi\\ < \\A-1(x,y)¡-í\\y2-yl\\

for yu y2 e S(y, p). Then <f> is a local mapping relation and D(<j>) is open in X.

Proof. For (x0, y0) e <f> we can find <r > 0, p > 0 such that S(x0, a) x S(y0, p) <= D.

Set A = A(x0,y0) and let £>0 be such that a0 = a-|-£;||^"1||"1. Then, <r0 e (0, o],

p0 e (0, p(x0, y0)] can be chosen such that \\A(x, y)-A(x0, y0)\\ Se and \\F(x,y0)\\

< (M "1II "1 - ao)po for x e S(x0, o0) and y e S(y0, p0). Then for any x e S(x0, o0)

and ylt y2 e S(y0, p0)

\\F(x,y¡i)-F(x,y1)-A(x0,y0)(ya-y1)\\ ¿ \\F(x,y2)-F(x,y1)-A(x,y1)(y2-y2)\\

+ \\A(x,y1)-A(x0,y0)\\ |b2-Ji||

¿(a + e)\\y2-y1\\.

Thus, all conditions of the implicit function theorem are satisfied and hence the

restriction q> = <p d (S(x0, o0) x X(y0, p0)) is a continuous map from S(x0, <r0) into

S(y0, Po)- Since (x0, y0) e <j> was arbitrary, this completes the proof.

Condition (7) is evidently satisfied if F has a continuous partial derivative

<>2F(x, y) in D with a bounded inverse (d2F(x, y))'1 eL(Z, Y).

The question now arises when <f> has the path-lifting property. As in §3, a possible

approach here is to add conditions to 4.1 which assure that <f> is a covering relation.

Loosely speaking, these conditions have to guarantee that the radius ct0 does not

depend on (x0, y0) e <f>. This means, of course, that we have to make uniformity
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assumptions about the continuity of A, F, etc. One possible result along this line

can be stated as follows :

4.2. Theorem. Let F: D^Xx Y^-Z be uniformly continuous on the open set

D in Xx Y, and suppose that for each (x, y) e D a linear operator A(x, y): Y->Z

with bounded inverse A ~ \x, y) e L(Z, Y) is defined such that | A ~ 1(x, y) || "* = p. > 0,

for all (x, y) <= D. Assume further that A is uniformly continuous for (x, y) e D.

Finally, let a > 0 and p > 0 be such that for each (x, y) e D the inequality (1) holds

with a < p. for all yuy2 e S(y, p). Then, </> is a covering relation.

Proof. By going through the proof of 4.1 again, we see that both p0 and a0

can now be chosen independently of (x0, y0) e <f>. Hence, the restriction 99 is a

continuous mapping from S(x0, o0) into S(y0, p0) and for every x e S(y0, a0),

<p(x) 6 S(y0, po) is the only solution of F(x, y)=0 in that ball. Clearly then,

<f>[S(x0, cr0)] <=■ Ui/oe<*[*oi (S(y0, po) n R(<p)) and the sets on the right are disjoint and

open in R(<j>). This proves that <f> is indeed a covering relation.

Theorem 4.2 essentially generalizes the first main theorem of Ficken [6] who

considers an operator F:JxDYcR1x Y->Z and uses instead of the operator

function A the partial derivative 82F(s, y), yet who places slightly less stringent

continuity assumptions upon F. As indicated earlier, our continuity assumptions

for Fin the basic implicit function theorem, and therefore also in 4.2, can also be

weakened to correspond to those of Fricken.

As in §3 we can also assure the path-lifting property for $ by making assumptions

about 7?(</>). Following is a simple result along this line:

4.3. Theorem. Suppose that F: D<=Xx Y—>Z is continuous on D, and that <f>

has the local mapping property. If R(4>) is compact, then <f> has the 2P(D(<\A) continua-

tion property.

Proof. Let p e ¿P(D(<I>)) and £7: [0, t)<=-J-+ R(<f>) be a continuous map such that

F(p(t),q(t)) = 0 for Oár<?. If {tk}<^[0, Î) is any sequence of limfc^„ tk = f, then

{q(fk)}c B(<f>) and hence there exists a convergent subsequence. For the sake of

simplicity assume that lim,,..,» q(tk)=y e R(<f>). Since p(î) e D(<f>), we have (p(t), y)

e D(<f>) x R(<f>) e= D and, therefore, by the continuity of F, F(p(î),y) = 0, i.e., <f> has

the continuation property for 3P(D(4>)).

In particular, note that under the conditions of 4.3, D(<j>) is áa(Ar)-simply

connected and locally ^'(A')-path-connected and if F(x, y) has for one x e D(<j>)

only one solution y e R(<f>) then by 2.8 there exists a continuous function G: D((f>)

-> R(<p) such that F(x, Gx) = 0 for all x e D(<f>) and, moreover, y = Gx is the only

solution of F(x, y) = 0 in R(<f>).

This result, together with 4.1, represents essentially an extension of the second

main result of Ficken [6], except for the form of the continuity assumption about

F. In this case this continuity assumption can again be weakened if the local map-

ping property is derived from conditions of the type used in 4.2. The compactness
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assumptions about /?($) can be guaranteed by suitable compactness conditions

about F. For both these points we refer to Ficken [6].
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